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Congratulations!
Planning your wedding is an exciting,
if not slightly stressful, time in your
life. You may feel that wearing a
dress on your wedding day simply
isn't your style. But you still want to
look stunning and feel sensational on
the most important day of your life.
King & Allen can help you create your
dream wedding suit that is uniquely
you and reflective of your own style.
Over the next few pages, we'll pass
on some of our tips and advice, so
that you can find the best possible
wedding suit for your special day.

INSPIRATION

TOP TIP
Get the suit YOU
want. one that
makes you feel
confident,
comfortable and
totally yourself.

All things considered...
When it comes to planning your bespoke wedding suit, there is a lot to take into
consideration. Over the next few pages, we'll guide you through the process from
start to finish

Your First Consultation
When you have your first meeting with your
tailoring consultant, make sure that you tell
them exactly what you have in mind. Even
better, bring along some images that you’ve
been using for inspiration, or even the colour
theme you want to use in your wedding.
This is a great opportunity to share your vision
with them to ensure that you are both on the
same page.
You can talk about what colours and fabrics
you like, your style and whether you intend to
wear it again after the wedding. All of these
things will influence the finished design.
Additionally, it's a good idea to wear the same
style of underwear as you would like to wear
at the wedding - different bra styles can have
a big impact on the bust measurement,
particularly for those who plan on binding their
chest on the day. By wearing similar
underwear, it means that your measurements
will be as accurate as possible.

Choosing the Cloth and the
Style...
You probably have a vague idea of the colour
of suit that you would like to wear, so share this
with your tailoring consultant and they will pull
out books of fabric swatches for you to look
through.
Make notes of any cloths that you like, holding
them over your shoulder to see if they suit you.
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Pinterest is a great place for some
wedding-suit-inspiration. Take a look at
styles and cloths you like and bring the
pictures along to your consultation!

Depending on the time of year and how warm
you tend to get, you should choose a weight of
cloth that will be appropriate for you. In
Summer, you will want to wear lightweight
cloths, whilst in Winter, you will want to wear
mid-weight cloths.
Your tailoring consultant will talk you through
the key style options to consider, however if
there is a feature that they haven't mentioned,
please mention it to your consultant, as it is
likely that they will be able to include it.

When it comes to
designing your wedding
suit, there are some
other factors to take into
consideration...
Some are quite detailed such as the colour
of your fiancées outfit, what the rest of the
wedding party will be wearing and the
colour of the flowers.

Some are more of a reflection of the overall
style of the wedding. A large Georgian
country house setting, for example, may
favour a country tweed? A wedding in a
modern London registry office will invite
something a little more cutting edge.

The secret is to communicate fully with your
tailor. They will use their experience to guide
you in the right direction.
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The Details...
A bespoke wedding suit offers the
possibility for you to add some
personalised features that make the suit
unique to you.

For example, you can have anything you
like embroidered on the inside of the
jacket, such as your wedding date or a
lyric from your first dance; a lovely touch
that you will treasure forever.

Other bespoke options include coloured
stitching on the buttonholes, quirky
patterned linings, extra pockets,
embroidery under the collar of the jacket
or on shirt sleeves...the list is endless.

A Perfect Fit
When you're ready to place your order,
your tailoring consultant will take your
measurements. At King & Allen, we only
use the fully-bespoke construction
method for our women's suits, as this
allows us to get an even better fit.

Approximately four weeks after you've
placed your order, you will return to
your tailor for your baste fitting. You will
try on the unfinished suit and your
tailoring consultant will make
adjustments to the suit until you are
both pleased with the overall fit.

Then, you will go back to the tailors in
approximately five weeks for a fitting on
the finished suit. If any further
alterations are needed, you will have
additional fittings, until the suit is ready
to take home.

Singer-Songwriter, Lucy Spraggan,
on her King & Allen Wedding Suit
'I knew I wanted to wear a bespoke suit. I'm Scottish so I
thought I'd love something with a bit of tartan. I looked
up loads of places, sent a few emails out:
"Hi, my name's Lucy and I'm looking for a suit for my
wedding."
I made it really obvious that it was me asking for the
suit and they'd send a message back saying,
"Hi Lucy, so what style is the groom looking for?
II'm like, "For f* * * ?s sake! Can you not read an email?"
Then we went to see Karl Lewis at King & Allen in
Wilmslow. We walked in and there was no judgment. It
was so important to have that. He got G involved and we
just felt like a couple getting married, not a lesbian couple
that was getting a suit and getting frowned at.
On the day, I felt insane, like so good. Everybody kept
going,

"That is the coolest suit I have ever seen!"
and I was like "Isn?t it just?!?"

THANK YOU!
Thank you for taking the time to read King & Allen's
Complete Guide to Women's Wedding Suits. We hope that
you found it helpful in planning your own wedding suit.
If you are interested in having a bespoke wedding suit
made for you, we would love to help!
You can book a free, no obligation consultation with one of
our consultants at a convenient venue, where they can
show you our full range of cloths, constructions and styles.
Best wishes,
The King & Allen Team
www.kingandallen.co.uk

